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Publisher’s Note
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Melinda Camber Porter states in her Introduction, “The Triptych Series consists of
a series of twenty-seven large oils on canvas exploring the triptych form as both
altarpiece and sculptural shape.” She goes on to describe the historical, intellectual
and spiritual context of the twenty-seven paintings.

IE

Triptych derives from the Greek meaning “three folds.” In fine art it is used to
describe paintings that consist of three parts. They usually have a larger central
panel and two winged panels hinged on either side of the central panel. This allows
the side panels to fold over the central panel when closed. They first appeared in
early Eastern Orthodox churches as altarpieces, continued to be used widely in the
Renaissance and Gothic periods, and are visible in contemporary art.
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In the Foreword, New York gallery owner Walter Wickiser states, “As an artist,
Melinda Camber Porter’s use of line and form is completely original. Her artwork
could be defined as ‘figurative abstraction’, because she pioneers new territory in
both the abstract and figurative domains. Her extraordinary use of color would
inspire a composer. Melinda Camber Porter faithfully pursed her own ‘cosmology,’
which was constantly evolving, evolving, evolving.”
Melinda Camber Porter conceived the triptych canvases by sketching her own line
drawings of arched shapes, and was then introduced to a canvas maker, James
Lebron of Lebron Bros. of Woodside, NY, who was willing to build her triptych
canvases. He was a master art framer, handler and installer for MOMA and many
others. According to his obituary in the New York Times in 2005, “James Lebron
shepherded some of the most significant paintings of the late 20th century along
the tortuous path from artist’s studio to gallery wall.” He constructed Melinda
Camber Porter’s special sturdy single and three panel stretched ‘triptych’ canvases
on one by three inch wood frames with attached hinges.
Further discussion of triptych paintings is found in Holland Cotter’s review in the
New York Times of ‘Passion of the Moment: A Triptych of Masters’ (an exhibition
of fifty-nine Renaissance oil paintings from the Louvre at the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston in 2009). He wrote that “Devotional ardor radiates from monumental
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church paintings. In a gallery of female nudes with skin so incandescent as to
barely need lighting, eroticism floats like a scent. For the first time in European art
we see paint itself used as an impassioned material, the instrument of fervid hands
and inflamed personalities in celestial paintings of religious images.”
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Cotter goes further to describe, “The oil-on-canvas format had other far reaching
practical consequences. Oil paint was physically different from other paints. Because
it was slow drying, artists could rethink and revise as they went. And its controllable
density and weight allowed each stroke to leave a distinctive and volatile trace, like
the ink line in handwriting.”
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Melinda Camber Porter’s oil paintings stand in sharp contrast to her watercolors.
Robin Hamlyn, Senior Curator of William Blake at Tate Britain, states in his 2004
Oxford lecture on Melinda Camber Porter’s Luminous Bodies Series of watercolors,
“Melinda Camber Porter is a watercolorist, and that is a very difficult medium to
handle. With oil it’s easy to correct things or just go over it, but with watercolor,
once you have done it, you have done it.”
Peter Trippi, Editor of Fine Art Connoisseur, “compares Melinda Camber Porter’s
own ‘cosmology’ to that of Michelangelo, whose conflation of the spiritual and
the material, the chaste and the sensual, horrified and aroused his contemporaries
even as it communicated his highly personal understanding of God, man and their
interrelationship.”
Melinda Camber Porter’s mother’s forefather was hanged in the central square
in Madrid, Spain in 1515 for being Jewish during the Spanish Inquisition. Her
father’s grandparents fled starvation in the Balkans for a new life in Scotland.
Frightened by the inherent violence found in the Christian, Jewish and Muslim
religions, Melinda Camber Porter migrated towards the more non-violent
spirituality found in Buddhist or Eastern religious teachings. This is the setting
or context to her cosmology in The Triptych Series, in contrast to the Renaissance
painters focus on Christianity. In her triptych, Rages of War, painted just after 9/11,
we see that Melinda Camber Porter’s self-portrait image is central to the painting,
with an expression reflecting the absolute, unexplained horror of war.
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Foreword
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I also learned at the Asia Society how open

in 2003 when I saw her beautiful, vibrant

Melinda is to the beauty of other cultures.

large oils from The Triptych Series at the

Her work in Journey to Benares mingled Asian

Asia Society and Museum. I was amazed

and Western traditions in an original and

by her imagery and her skill as a painter.

imaginative way.
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I had never seen anything like her work

W

first became aware of Melinda’s work

This

experience

of

seeing

Melinda’s

of line and form is completely original,

work at the Asia Society was a formative,

and although her work is figurative, it is

powerful moment in my art education. The

also groundbreaking in its exploration of

paintings I saw there stayed within me and

abstraction. Her work could be defined

seemed to find a permanent home in my

as “figurative abstraction,” because she

memory. I realized that I couldn’t forget

pioneers new territory in both the abstract

her paintings and I couldn’t define them.

and figurative domains.

But I did realize these were completely
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in all my years as an art dealer. Her use

new images representing a new dimension

When I first saw her imagery at the Asia

in painting. After a few months of living

Society and Museum, I began to appreciate

with Melinda’s paintings in my mind’s eye,

how organically she connects her paintings

I sent my curator, Masumi Doeda, to visit

to music and theatre. I was astounded by

Melinda’s painting studio and see her work.

the way her Triptych paintings inspired the

And then I made my first visit to her studio

creation of her libretto for the rock opera

and was overwhelmed by what I saw.

Journey to Benares. I was impressed with the

way the paintings also became the concept

As I entered this world of her paintings, I

for the set design. Melinda has a history

was transported into a new era, and I had

of working in a completely innovative way

the sensation of being catapulted into a fresh

with composers. As a rock musician myself,

perception of space and time. Melinda’s

I could see the way her paintings have a

imagery in its beauty and originality was

musical affinity and how her extraordinary

awe-inspiring. Then Melinda suddenly

use of color would inspire a composer. But

said, “Why don’t you come into my

xii | Foreword

genius that underlies the creation of these

earlier work?” So I followed her there, and

very beautiful paintings. It has always taken

when I saw her work from ten years earlier,

people time to appreciate the innovative

such as the large oil on canvas Fertility, a

imagery of great artists such as Monet and

backdrop to another musical, Night Angel.
There were oils from the Art of Love
traveling exhibition and Barcelona Point,
and I was suddenly confronted with the
source of her innovative pioneering. I could

Gauguin. Real originality always takes time
to appreciate because one has never seen
the image before. And how can you absorb
something so new immediately? But great
art gives back. For me, spending time with
Melinda’s paintings has really taught me a

IE

see I was in the presence of an artist who is

W

apartment next door and see some of my

faithfully pursuing her own cosmology and

new way to see.

is constantly evolving, evolving, evolving.

Walter Wickiser
New York

begin to understand the full complexity and

December 2004
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It took me over eighteen months to even

Melinda Camber Porter, Leroy Neimann and Walter Wickhiser
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Introduction

T

This characteristic “cutting action” of

twenty-seven large oils on canvas exploring

the dividers is also mirrored in the way

the triptych form as both altarpiece and

that language is undermined in the series.

sculptural shape. However, the traditional

Poetic imagery, which acts as the point of

subject matter of the altarpiece is merely

departure or inspiration for the work, is

hinted at, with only occasional apparitions

erased and often illegible; diary fragments

IE

W

he Triptych Series consists of a series of

of guiding saints and visiting angels who

appear, suggesting an autobiographical

bless the lovers’ union that is the central

content to the paintings but are erased,

theme of the series.

scratched over, and later covered by
commentary or poetry. Language never

Porter

summarizes the emotion of the painting,

commenced the series in February 2000

but the calligraphic texture of the words

and completed it in May 2001.

and colors of the letters prevail.

The three panels, which are either Gothic

The relationship between the painted

curves or rectangular shapes, nevertheless

surface and unpainted immaterial surface,

are all characterized by a dividing line

which is explored in the Barcelona Point

with hinges, which allow one to open and

Series, is explored differently in The Triptych

close the triptych. These dividers represent

Series. In the Barcelona Point Series an

aspects of movement and transformation.

attempt was made to give the unpainted

artist

Melinda

Camber
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The

surface a stronger presence than the more

Each line that cuts open the canvas is not

material surface that is covered with oils.

only a cutting motion into the entirety of the

In The Triptych Series the spatial relationship

painting but is also a moment in time when

between painted and unpainted surface

change occurs. In many ways the dividing

relates to time and memory.

lines are mysterious and alchemical. On the
other hand, there is a brutality within the

The Barcelona Point Series focused on

dividing line that breaks open the emotion

the substantiality and immateriality of

of the work and almost ravages it.

the painted and unpainted spaces in

xiv | Introduction

an attempt to use the paint almost as

movement in time and the passage of

a metaphor for spiritual and material

emotion.

reality. In contrast The Triptych Series uses
completely different significance from the
varying textures: the journey from painted
to unpainted space is a journey in time
that refers to a narrative. Most elements in
the series, be they the shape of the canvas

in-progress, with Libretto, lyrics, and
backdrops by Melinda Camber Porter
and music, direction, and choreography
by Elizabeth Swados, was staged at The
Asia Society and Museum in New York
City, November 14 and 15, 2003, and used
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or the dividing lines, are used to refer to

Journey to Benares, a rock opera—a work-

W

painted and unpainted space to retrieve a

Melinda Camber Porter’s studio, New York, 2001
Collection of the Melinda Camber Porter Archive
Photo: Joseph Flicek
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Melinda Camber Porter
Breath to Breath, Skin to Skin: Gift of Courage, 2001
Oil on canvas
Overall: 72 x 60 inches
Center: 72 x 30 inches
Sides: 72 x 15 inches

the self-standing Triptych paintings as the

The narrative describes the tortured and

stage backdrops.

intensely passionate love affair between a
New York couple whose struggle to give love

Journey to Benares attempts to synthesize

to each other is marred by their incapacity

the senses of touch, sight, hearing, and

to be connected to the larger spiritual and

feeling into a dynamic, heightened, and

natural world. They live a sophisticated,

harmonious form. This process occurs on

metropolitan life in downtown lofts and

all levels in the world of Journey to Benares,

clubs, but seem incapable of feeling

both thematically and also through the

their significance to each other or merely

process of uniting different media.

their own significance as sentient human

xvi | Introduction
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Melinda Camber Porter
Tryst, 2001
Oil on canvas
Overall: 60 x 60 inches
Center: 60 x 30 inches
Sides: 60 x 15 inches

beings. The hero, Benjy, takes yearly trips

in Benares to see if she can be “cured” of

to India to “cleanse himself of his sins,”

her intense physical desire for him.

in particular his lust for women. His most
recent girlfriend, the British Lavinia,

On arrival in Benares, Lavinia, for the

struggles to please him and earn his love,

first time, feels her sense of compassion

which is never totally forthcoming. As the

awakening

relationship founders, Benjy’s aggression

children and the thronging masses of

surfaces, and to protect Lavinia from his

Benares humbly leading their lives. The

own violence, he sends her off to his guru

gods, on sensing her compassion for the

as

she

witnesses

starving

Introduction | xvii

culminating love dance between Shiva and

their wings and protect her as she begins

Parvati is both a mystic celebration of love

a spiritual journey through the city of

and also a moment when the five senses

Benares.

unite and Lavinia is given a chance to see

W

people of India, decide to take her under

how she can be healed. Benjy, who has
begun to miss her soon after her departure

mischievous playfulness of Skanda and

for Benares, decides to follow her out to

the infinite compassion of Ganga, who

Benares and spends much of the second

essentially saves Lavinia’s soul. Shiva’s

act searching for her and having his own

uncompromising

Parvati’s

ego broken down by the gods, particularly

continuous dance to life with her lover,

Shiva, so that humility enters his heart.

Shiva, offers a vision of relationship which

In a moment of illumination, he realizes

eventually enters into Lavinia’s heart. The

that Lavinia is his own soul that he has

and
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rigor
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The second act reveals the wisdom and

Benares, India, on the banks of the Ganges River
The city of Benares is commonly known as Varanasi
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music, and the movement of the bodies

in the drama when the sensory world is

in the paintings helped to inspire Miss

imbued with spirit mark the transition into

Swados with an understanding of the

a new world of perception and feeling—

choreography she will devise. It is crucial

W

banished from his body. These moments

in the creation of this piece that this

the world of Benares.

process continues to guide the rehearsals

The starting point for Journey to Benares
was not only the text but was also the
Triptych paintings (Tryst, from this series,

development are not imposed arbitrarily
on the piece.

IE

is shown on the previous page), which

and that linear character and narrative

Journey to Benares creates a world of

inspire her musically. The colors of the

emotion, exploring the color tones of

paintings became the tonal colors of the

emotions like compassion and jealousy
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the composer Elizabeth Swados used to

Melinda Camber Porter
Notebook MCP 2000A Sketch #1 (Concept drawing for Triptychs), 2000
Concept for Pl. 5 Is This What You Asked Of Me?
Ink on paper
Collection of the Melinda Camber Porter Archive
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stronger presence than the more material

hopes to reinstate the mortal characters

surface that is covered with oil paint. In

into a larger cosmic order, with the help

The Triptych Series the spatial relationship

of the gods Shiva, Parvati, Skanda, and

between painted and unpainted surface

the all-compassionate Ganga.

relates to time and memory.

The relationship between the painted

The Barcelona Point Series focused on the

surface and unpainted immaterial surface,

substantiality and immateriality of the

which is explored in my Barcelona Point

painted and unpainted spaces in an attempt

Series, is explored differently in The Triptych

to use the paint almost as a metaphor for

Series. In the Barcelona Point Series an attempt

spiritual and material reality.
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and harmonious love. It is a piece that
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was made to give the unpainted surface a

Melinda Camber Porter
Light Breaking T hrough the Material World, 2001
Oil on canvas
Overall: 60 x 60 inches
Center: 60 x 30 inches
Sides: 60 x 15 inches
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up to the execution of the oils. I intend

Landing, and areas of East Hampton and

that the “fluidity” of imagery, from dream,

St. Ives, where I work, nature gives herself

to documentary, to the world of future

openly and in all her moods. I immersed

hope and memory intertwined, will erase

myself in sea and sand and sky for over
a year (from June 1997 to September
1998) in order to produce the Barcelona
Point Series, which consists of large oils
on canvas (which are 36 or 48 inches by

conventional definitions and will usher the
spectator into a new world where I found
myself venturing, beyond the ordinary
definitions of “reality” and “visionary.”
I believe that the spectator will be able

IE

60 inches,) plus, as a background to the

W

In the seascapes of Sag Harbor, Northwest

to perceive, as I did, in this series, that

preliminary sketches and concepts that led

“real” is often a word we use for what
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exhibition, three notebooks detailing the

Melinda Camber Porter
Notebook MCP 2000A Sketch #2 (Concept drawing for Triptychs), 2000
Concept for Pl. 5 Is This What You Asked Of Me?
Ink on paper
Collection of the Melinda Camber Porter Archive
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induced a sense of ecstasy. I decided to

“visionary” perception arises when one is

make the heightened state of awareness

in union with Nature’s patterns—which

that comes from a giving of oneself and

can only occur when we allow ourselves to

one’s senses to the wind and sea and sand

be in contact with what Barbara Hepworth

the starting point of my meditation. I

defines as our “primitive” self. Within

decided to take mental notes only when

this “sensual awakening” that I evoke

I was at one with nature or, as Hepworth

and detail in my canvases is inscribed

puts it so beautifully, when she was the

a determination to find the universal

landscape and when the “primitive” and

laws and patterns that are waiting to be

natural self was free to develop naturally.

revealed in nature. Illumination is given

At that moment (which would sometimes

when one merges one’s emotions and one’s

last for the whole walk, if I was lucky!), I

very individual “essence” with the divine

became aware that colours actually have

essence of nature. All this has been simply

sound values, that the wind has a texture

and beautifully put by Barbara Hepworth,

and colour, and, in fact, that (as described
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we have been taught to see, and that the

who stated, “...I am the landscape” and

so

exquisitely

in

Baudelaire’s

poem

made us understand what William Blake

Correspondances that “les sons, les couleurs,

means when he writes: “...where Man is

se confondent”). John Wells noted this

not, Nature is barren.” In essence they

same calling “to paint the warmth of the

and I believe that one’s most individual

sun, the sound of the sea, etc.” and noted

essence unlocks the key to the essence and

also that when he painted what he saw

essential pattern of the universe.

(i.e., the way he had been taught to see,
not the really true, individual perception),

My visions and changing perceptions of

the result was deplorable!

this dialogue with nature began to take
shape on my daily two-hour walk along

As I began to trust and work with and

the coast of Sag Harbor, which gives onto

become surefooted in this “point de

the Atlantic Ocean. If I may summarize

depart” of this ecstatic union with nature,

the main stages of the narrative, it roughly

I had an immediate sensual conviction

falls into several distinct phases.

that the wind has a sound deeper than its
actual sound, that the currents of sea and

My first challenge was to remain true to

the pull of the moon were being made

the insights that came to me when nature

apparent to me even though my eye was

xxii | Introduction

As I walked, each day, on this path that

of imagery—such as sunlight making

Hepworth defines as our connection to

patterns on the water—and from there

our “primitive self,” I, like her, wanted to

I began to know deeply that there is an

see what happened to my notion of “self ”

underlying harmony, or a deep-down
patterning that we, as human beings, live
outside in our normal lives, but which
is actually apparent to the sense and is
capable of being rendered in a tangible

when I was returned to an original state
of being. I realized that I was continually
being transformed by my discourse with
nature. It would not be too farfetched to
say that I was being painted by nature,
in the very instant that I painted her. (In
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way (for me, in my brushstrokes).
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at first only sensitive to the obvious levels

Melinda Camber Porter
Is T his What You Asked of Me?, 2000
Oil on canvas
Overall: 48 x 48 inches
Center: 48 x 24 inches
Sides: 36 x 12 inches
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or commonly lived experiences (such as

encircling sky, which has almost human

walking on a beach, or falling in love) are

shape, and the central character [myself]

the real journeys that we share and that

is reflective and almost passively shaped

are the source of honest artistic journeys.

by the elemental force of wind and sky.)

W

Myself inscribed in Nature we witness the

This leads me to Curves of Infinity’s Flesh

seemed to define me and from which

(oil on canvas, 48 x 60 inches. Illegible

I had exiled myself recurred, such as in

text inscribed at bottom of canvas), which

Plate 2, which contains the text inscribed

places the narrative in a more cosmic

with the image: “exiled from the heart.”

setting. The daily walks have become the

The strength of emotion (which I see

night sky. My perspective has moved to a

manifested in nature’s infinite moods),

larger “nature,” which includes death and

the way I could be inside warmth, feel the

the life of the spirit after death. The canvas

cold wind, taste the anger of the storm—

therefore extends the notion of nature to

all this gave me access and an easefulness

include not only water and waves, but the
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As the series progressed, memories which

with emotions within myself that had been

planets, and even further into the invisible

hidden and repressed.

world of

the spirit’s existence. This

meditation on a larger sense of nature

the

changed the tonal quality of my work, and

experience of “self ” is constantly being

yet I believe that the sense of brightness or

redefined, and I found it crucial in this

illumination almost becomes more vibrant

work, as it was in Luminous Bodies [list

in these canvases, such as Mandala For My

new books here], to incorporate actual

Father (oil on canvas, 60 x 48 inches. With

autobiographical details into the imagery

text inscribed: “Mandala for my father”;

and text—for many reasons. First, I

also at bottom of canvas several illegible

wanted to include the “raw material” of

texts), which was inspired by the death of

being from which all glorious visions flow.

my father in 1996.

Thus,

throughout

this

series,

Without a deep rootedness in one’s actual

self, in all its interweaving splendor and

It also became apparent that I was

ignominy, there is no possibility of creating

using

meaningful art. I also wanted to make it

incredibly subtle notion of “the visionary

clear that art is made by human beings for

perception” and that I was determined

other human beings and that “ordinary”

that I would be fearlessly receptive to the

xxiv | Introduction

the

paintings

to

explore

the

a vision” is just an ordinary part of the

and movement of the way the paintings

activity of being a painter. But with my

came to me and would try to record, as I

years of study and admiration for Blake,

made the works, the coming into being of

I was already working in the realms of

the works, whether it felt as if they were
visions and were given to me, or whether
they were more constructed, at times,

“the vision,” and I was already practiced
in

giving

complete

freedom

to

the

spontaneous movement of imagery. It is
important, throughout Barcelona Point, that
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by my own will. In many ways, “having

W

true “weight” and the exact texture, feel,

Melinda Camber Porter
Notebook MCP 2000A Sketch #3 (Concept drawing for Triptychs), 2000
Concept for Pl. 5 Is This What You Asked Of Me?
Ink on paper
Collection of the Melinda Camber Porter Archive
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the textures of the work—the “thickness”

desire ... [lines erased] ... between our

and the transparency of the textures—are

souls.) the notion of “personification”

recognized as being symbolic of certain

is

levels of reality. Often I try to make the

the sky is suggested in the brushwork

almost impossible happen—which is to

around the central figure. But it is more

give deeper luminosity and transparency to

the actual “weight” and “movement” of

the thick-textured oil, and make the truly

a force circling, sculpting, containing,

“transparent,” uncovered canvas, have

letting loose, and imprisoning the self that

the harsh weight of the material world—

predominates. In this series I began to

as if to show the way that the visionary

eradicate the notion that personification

world inscribes itself in reality, and how

of

the unseen can feel more real than what is

primitive spirits within the pagan world,”

actually “material reality.”

was at odds with a deep sense of the more

IE

W

explored. The almost male spirit of

nature, i.e., “a rendering of

the

abstract patterning that I was searching
for. The two perceptions (of the abstract
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In my painting, Myself Inscribed In Nature

(oil on canvas, 48 x 60 inches. With text

design and the alive and innate spirit of

inscribed at top of canvas: “I want your

the natural world) relate and denote each

hands inside me your lips inside me”

other.

and at bottom of canvas: “the liquid of

Melinda Camber Porter
Detail of Stories in Waiting II, 2001
Oil on canvas (metal hinge dividing panels)
Overall: 48 x 48 inches
Center: 48 x 24 inches
Sides: 48 x 12 inches
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led me to work on the transformation of

meditates on Myself Inscribed In Nature,

light that occurs in watercolours (here the

these distinctions will be washed away

paper itself provides the luminosity) and

and the imagery will embody a more

in oils, where the intermixing of colours

unified perception of spirit and patterning
in nature. I was concerned with what
I believe to be a false division between
“primitive

and

pagan”

thought

and

W

I truly hope that, as the spectator

provides the luminosity. I wanted to retain
both processes in the canvas and I became
able to move backwards and forwards into
different states of “media” within one
image. I believe this was representative

“modern, rational” principles.

IE

of a desire to show the fluidity of
transformation in nature, how “thickness”

American landscape and mythologies, I

of texture can be as “transparent” as

subjected the notion of rationalization to

glass when painted in a certain way, and

a very harsh endurance test. In Luminous

how two worlds of being and non-being,

Bodies, I also explored a “spirit” journey.

including death, do actually coexist if
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In my novel Badlands, which explores Native

It seems that in Barcelona Point, these same

one can perceive the harmony between

obsessions and concerns were at work and

them. This enormous challenge (which

were in many ways resolved through the

actually drove Matisse to tear his hair out

textures and tonalities of paint.

in the last two decades of his life—as he
put it, how to retain the luminosity of

Mandala For My Father changed even

watercolours in his oil paintings) began

more

of

to become obsessive for me, and I believe

“autobiography”

at certain points in the last canvases, the

this

dramatically

construction

the

of

direction

within nature, and the subject became

issue seemed to take precedence.

the transformation that nature imposes

on all its processes. I began to look at

In the final paintings of Barcelona Point

change from one state of being to the

Series,

next (which is so beautifully apparent in

occurred for me, where I actually felt I

nature’s seasons, seedlings, falling leaves,

had resolved (if only for the moment) this

bearing of fruits, etc.). In particular, I

challenge of allowing and manifesting the

found my exploration of the relationship

coexistence of

between line drawing and oils (which is a

states of being or diverse senses of reality

fundamental meditation in Barcelona Point)

(as manifested by the opacity of oil and

a

wonderful

transformation

imponderably different
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The Triptych Series’ three panels, which

and watercolour such as I attempted in

are either Gothic curves or rectangular

the Luminous Bodies Series). It seemed there

shapes, nevertheless are all characterized

really was no conflict between the world

by a dividing line with hinges which allow

of opacity and luminosity. In My Breath,

one to open and close the triptych. These

The Blissful Wind; My Heart, Opening Nature

dividers represent aspects of movement

(oil on canvas, 48 x 60 inches. With text

and transformation

inscribed:

“Defloration

at

Barcelona

W

the luminosity of pen and ink drawings

This characteristic “cutting action” of

gothic church window (a premonition

the dividers is also mirrored in the way

of The Triptych Series to come) seems to

that language is undermined in the series.

spring out of the lovers’ merging bodies,

Poetic imagery, which acts as the point of

and what is in their imagination is of the

departure or inspiration for the work, is

same opacity as their actual bodies. The

erased and often illegible; diary fragments

white emptiness of the canvas, although

appear, suggesting an autobiographical
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Point.”), which concludes the series, the

unpainted, feels thick, with future time.

content to the paintings but are erased,

Apparent “emptiness” is actually filled

scratched over, and later covered by

with the emotion of the central characters

commentary or poetry. Language never

and is defined by the brushstrokes making

summarizes the emotion of the painting,

their union. This canvas made me feel that

but the calligraphic texture of the words

my daily dialogue with Nature had taught

and colors of the letters prevail.

me how to unite the opacity of oil with the
luminescence of watercolour within one

Most elements in The Triptych Series, be they

new kind of movement of my brushstroke.

the shape of the canvas or the dividing
lines, are used to refer to movement in

In contrast to Barcelona Point Series of

time and the passage of emotion.

painting, The Triptych Series uses painted
and

unpainted

space

to

retrieve

a

completely different significance from the

Melinda Camber Porter

varying textures: the journey from painted

New York 2003

to unpainted space is a journey in time
that refers to a narrative.
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www.MelindaCamberPorter.com

Excerpted samples of text by Melinda Camber Porter
found on

Triptych Series No. 4, The Triumph of Nature, Part I
elinda Camber Porter’s emotions go onto each canvas not only as painted images,

W

M

but also as verbal thoughts written in English (and sometimes in French). A majority of her
paintings have these written thoughts in text on all sides of her canvases and amongst the

painted images. These texts or phrases or poems are written in oil paint with her brushes

or fingers or in pen and ink or crayon. Her emotions and feelings are put into the painted

IE

images as well has her written thoughts. This process is found in a great majority of her
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artwork whether drawings, oils, or watercolors and from a young age.

The Triumph of Nature, Part I, 2000
Oil on canvas
Overall: 36 x 48 inches
Center: 36 x 24 inches—arched
Sides: 30 x 12 inches—arched
Triptych Series No. 4

xxx | Excerpted samples of text found on Triptych Series No. 4
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“Water softened by the wind soothed the heat in their bodies.”
Written in black felt pen on top edge of the central panel’s canvas

“Lovers need prayers”
Written in blue crayon on top edge of left side panel’s canvas

T

here is more text on Triptych No. 4, The Triumph of Nature, Part I, mixed among the

painted images and canvas structure. This is the same for the other twenty-six Triptych Series
paintings. It will take a major effort from art curators, historians, and students to transcribe
and interpret all of her written words and images found on her artwork.

Excerpted samples of text found on Triptych Series No. 4 | xxxi
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“No harm came to their enjoining hearts. The tree of life sprang up shading the redness of fire in
them. Their sweat was pungent like ripe from the greening leaves on vines. Their pain but had
lay in the past in the earths soft hands. She soothed their grievances. Why so long the waiting?
Why did the hiss seem to soak the night? Why was the tree of life so green and shiningly pervasive
in its tragic silence?”
Written in black felt pen on the back wood frame of right panel
“This is my heart my flesh ...”
This is written in blue pen on the back wood frame of right panel

The four metal silver fittings were used by James Lebron to construct triptych arch
Triptych Series No. 4, The Triumph of Nature, Part I

xxxii | Excerpted samples of text found on Triptych Series No. 4
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“The trees love each other in the wind.”
Written with her fingers in oil paint on side edge of the right side panel’s canvas
Triptych Series No. 4, The Triumph of Nature, Part I

Excerpted samples of text found on Triptych Series No. 4 | xxxiii

Melinda Camber Porter
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Dakota’s Pine Ridge Indian Reservation
and acclaimed by Louis Malle, who said:
“better than a novel, it reads like a fierce
poem, with a devastating effect on our selfesteem,” and by Publishers Weekly, which
called it, “a novel of startling, dreamlike
lyricism.”
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elinda Camber Porter was born
in London and graduated from Oxford
University with a First Class Honors
degree in Modern Languages. She began
her writing career in Paris as a cultural
correspondent for The Times of London.
French culture is the subject of her book
Through Parisian Eyes (published by Oxford
University Press), which the Boston Globe
describes as “a particularly readable
and brilliantly and uniquely compiled
collection.”

W

British, 1953–2008
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A traveling art exhibition celebrating
Camber Porter’s paintings, curated by the
late Leo Castelli, opened at the French
Embassy in New York City in 1993. This
exhibition, sponsored by the National
Endowment for the Arts and the French
Embassy, traveled to cities across the United
States through 1997.

She interviewed many leading cultural
figures in film and literature from Europe
and America over her career. These
included Nobel Prize winners Saul Bellow,
Gunter Grass, Eugenio Montale, and
Octavio Paz, writers including Joyce Carol
Oates, Joan Didion, and Frances Sagan,
and filmmakers Michael Apted, Martin
Scorsese, and Wim Wenders, among many
others. [Audio recordings are available for
more than fifty of these cultural interviews.]
Her novel Badlands, a Book-of-theMonth Club selection, was set on South

Peter Trippi, Editor of Fine Art Connoisseur
magazine said: “In our era of slickly
produced images, teeming with messages
rather than feelings, Camber Porter’s art
strikes a distinctive balance between the
achingly personal and the aesthetically
beautiful. This equilibrium has developed,
at least in part, through her discerning
openness to a range of historical mentors,
William Blake being the figure she has

Biography of Melinda Camber Porter | 57

at the Asia Society and Museum in New
York City in November 2003.
Robin Hamlyn, noted world expert on
William Blake and senior curator of Tate
Britain’s Blake and Turner collections,
delivered a lecture and wrote a book on
Ms. Porter’s watercolors entitled, William
Blake Illuminates the Works of Melinda
Camber Porter. Mr. Hamlyn writes about
Ms. Porter, “I believe that all great art
is, in its essence, defined by fearlessness.
Both Melinda Camber Porter’s and
William Blake’s works exemplify and
illuminate the fearlessness that is part of
the very essence of all great art.”

Camber Porter’s paintings have also
served as the primary inspiration and as
backdrops for several of her theatrical
works. She created the backdrops,
book, and lyrics for the musical Night
Angel, with music by Carman Moore,
which was originally performed at The
Clark Theater, Lincoln Center, in New
York City. She created the book, lyrics,
and backdrops for the rock-operain-progress, Journey to Benares, with
music, direction, and choreography by
Elizabeth Swados, which was performed

Melinda Camber Porter leaves a prolific
and creative legacy with thousands of
paintings; over two hundred hours of
audio and film interviews with global
creative figures in the arts, film, and
literature; and her tens of thousands of
pages of writings: novels, plays, essays,
journalism, and volumes of poetry.
Her creative and spiritual works will be
enjoyed for generations to come.
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A film documenting the creation of her
paintings featured in the art exhibition
The Art of Love showed regularly on
Public Television stations nationally, and
a collection of her poetry and paintings,
also entitled The Art of Love, served as
companion to the show.

W

admired most passionately,” and “not
surprisingly Camber Porter finds particular
pleasure in Gauguin’s notebooks, which
erase the boundaries between image and
word.”
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(www.MelindaCamberPorter.com)

melinda@MelindaCamberPorter.com
www.MelindaCamberPorter.com
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For More Information from
Blake Press and the Melinda Camber Porter Archive:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melinda_Camber_Porter
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www.cultureunplugged.com/storyteller/Joseph_Flicek

www.amazon.com/Melinda-Camber-Porter/e/B001HQ1BS6
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIflCaF2qpHh8uQgffSXLDQ
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abstract art, vi, xii, xxvi
abstraction, xii
Art of Love (Camber Porter), xii
Asia Society and Museum, xii, xv
Asian and Western traditions, xii
backdrops, xv–xvi
Badlands (Camber Porter), xxvii
Barcelona Point Series, xii, xiv-xv, see also painting technique
as metaphor for material and spiritual reality, xix
comparison to Luminous Bodies Series, xxvii
exploration of primitive and rational, xxvi
watercolour and oil, xxvi
Baudelaire, xxii
Camber Porter, Melinda
bio of, 57-58
cosmology of, xiii
list of creative works, 59-67
autobiographical content in work, xiv, xxiii
affinity with nature, xx–xxviii
choreography, xv, xx, 58
composers, xii
Correspondances (Baudelaire), xxii
Cotter, Holland, vii
Curves of Infinity’s Flesh (Camber Porter), vii, xxiv
Doeda, Masumi, xii
emotions, exploration of, xxi, xxiv
Fertility (Camber Porter), xii
figurative abstraction, xii
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figurative art, vi, xii
Gauguin, xiii
Hamlin, Robyn, vii
Hepworth, Barbara, xxii–xxiii
Hindu gods and goddesses, xviii, xx
Journey to Benares (Camber Porter), xvi–xix
Ganga, xviii, xx
India, as setting for, xvii, xviii
Lavinia, xviii, xix
as narrative that unifies different media, xv
Parvati, xviii, xx
set design, xii
Shiva, xviii, xx
Skanda, xviii, xx
Lebron, James, vi
libretto, xv, xii
Lorenzetti, Pietro (Frontispiece), iv
Luminous Bodies Series, xxii
lyrics, xv, 56
Mandala For My Father, xxiv, xxvii
Matisse, xxvii
MoMA, vi
Monet, xiii
Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena, (Frontispiece), iv
My Breath, The Blissful Wind; My Heart, Opening Nature,
(Camber Porter), xxviii
Myself Inscribed in Nature (Camber Porter), xxiv, xxvii
Nativity of the Virgin (Pietro Lorenzetti), Frontispiece, iv
New York Times, vii
Night Angel (Camber Porter), xii
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painting technique,
cutting action of dividers, xxviii
use of dividing lines in, xvi
emotions expressed in, xx–xxiii
language, in paintings, xxvii
line drawing and oil, relation between, xxvii
material and spiritual reality, conveyed through, xxi
music and theater connection, xii
painted and unpainted canvas, as narrative, xxvi
poetic imagery in, xiv
texture and tonalities of paint, xxiv, xxv
primitive thought vs. rationality, xxiv
Renaissance Art, vi–vii
set design, xii
space and time, perception of, xii–xiv
Spanish Inquisition, vii
Swados, Elizabeth, xv, xix
triptych art, vi–vii, xiv–xvii
Triptych Series, xii–xiii, xv–xxviii, see also painting technique
alterpiece and sculptural shapes of, xv
as backdrops for Journey to Benares, xvii
dividing lines in, xiv
as inspiration for composer, xx
time and memory exploration in, xiv, xx
Gothic curves of, xiv
Renaissance Art, vi–vii
theme of series, xiv
visionary perception, in paintings, xxiii-xxiv
Wells, John, xxiii
Wickiser, Walter, Foreward by, xii–xiii
William Blake, vii, xxii, xxv
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International Standard Serial Numbers:
ISSN: 2379-2450 (Print)
2379-3198 (Ebook)
2379-321X (Audio)
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V olume I: J ournalism and Volume II: A rt and Literature
Blake Press 2016 Catalog Listing
Volume I: Journalism Books:
Volume 1, Number 1: ISBN 978-1-942231-44-8
Melinda Camber Porter In Conversation With Eugenio Montale,
At his home in Milan, Italy 1976,
Includes Montale’s Nobel Prize Lecture in English and Italian
Volume 1, Number 2: ISBN 978-1-942231-47-9
Melinda Camber Porter In Conversation With Roy Lichtenstein,
During the 1983 Green Street Mural
At his studio in New York City, 1983
Volume 1, Number 3: ISBN 978-1-942231-45-5
Melinda Camber Porter In Conversation With Wim Wenders,
On Film Set of Paris Texas in Houston, TX in 1983
Volume 1, Number 4: ISBN 978-1-942231-07-3
Melinda Camber Porter In Conversation With Octavio Paz,
At his home in Cuernavaca, Mexico in 1983
Includes Paz’s Nobel Prize Lecture in English and Italian
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Volume II: Art and Literature Books:
Volume 2, Number 1: ISBN 978-1-942231-43-1
Fashion In The Time Of Queen Elizabeth I (1558-1603),
Text and Drawings by Melinda Camber Porter
Foreward Robbie Lyle
Volume 2, Number 2: ISBN 978-1-942231-49-3
Luminous Bodies: Circles of Celebration,
Forty-five Watercolors and text by Melinda Camber Porter
Foreward Peter Trippi, Editor Fine Art Connoisseur
Volume 2, Number 3: ISBN 978-1-942231-50-9
Luminous Bodies: Circles of Mourning,
Forty-five Watercolors and text by Melinda Camber Porter
Foreward Robin Hamlyn, Senior Curator Tate Britain
Volume 2, Number 4: ISBN 978-1-942231-33-2
Night Angel, A One-Woman Musical,
Book, Lyrics and Backdrop by Melinda Camber Porter
Composer Carman Moore
Volume 2, Number 5: ISBN 978-1-942231-35-6
Night Angel, A One-Woman Musical,
Book, Lyrics and Backdrop by Melinda Camber Porter
Composer Keith Bright
Volume 2, Number 6: ISBN 978-1-942231-39-4
The Triptych Series,
Twenty-seven oil paintings by Melinda Camber Porter
Foreward by Walter Wichiser
Volume 2, Number 7: ISBN 978-1-942231-51-6
Badlands, A Novel,
by Melinda Camber Porter
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